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A B S T R A C T   

Demand Response (DR) is an opportunity and a concern for markets as well as power system flexibility. The 
deployment of DR depends on both knowledge on its performance and how to measure it effectively to provide 
adequate economic feedback. DR verification requires a baseline reference. This paper introduces a new baseline 
that provides an evaluation of response based on simple adjustment factors through physically-based models, 
tools which are also used in DR. The approach includes the detection of licit and gaming responses before and 
after DR. Results show that errors decrease by 10–15% with respect to conventional approaches.   

1. Introduction 

Electricity Networks will need to be much more flexible and inno-
vative than in the past, both from economic and technical points of view, 
since energy policies in the future will involve a more significant 
participation of renewable resources in the generation mix. This new 
mix exhibits more volatility than our conventional power systems. In 
this scenario, and without the participation of demand-side resources, 
the objectives for renewable share will not be credible. For this reason, 
the design of new markets is “customer-centered” (European Commis-
sion, 2019/944) and encourages the participation of demand-side 
through distributed energy resources (DER) to increase the flexibility 
of power systems. A basic DER option is to develop the portfolio of de-
mand response (DR) on an equal footing with respect to conventional 
supply-side resources. This includes the payment for the resource’s 
performance (FERC, 2011), (FERC, 2020), a potential that must be 
measured and verified. 

The growth of the DR alternatives needs the engagement of cus-
tomers, but feedback is necessary to guarantee fair remuneration of 
resources. For this purpose, the US regulator (FERC) issued Order 745 in 
2011 (FERC, 2011). This states that DR providers must be remunerated 
at the same price paid to generators. That is to say, DR providers will be 
compensated for the amount of demand that was reduced by DR policies 

at the full locational marginal pricing (LMP) rate at the time of load 
flexibility. This proposal generated considerable controversy and some 
stakeholders raised the issue that paying LMP in all hours presents a 
significant challenge for the accurate measurement and verification of 
DR. In 2020, through order 2222 (FERC, 2020) the scenario has changed 
again. In the European Union (EU) the scenario is quite similar. Article 
17 of the European Directive 2019/944 establishes that “Member States 
shall allow final customers, including those offering DR through ag-
gregation, to participate alongside producers in a non-discriminatory 
manner in all electricity markets” (European Commission, 2019/944). 

The achievement of this objective requires right and understandable 
economic flows: customers should receive credit according to the flex-
ibility they provide, which needs an accurate evaluation of the changes 
in demand that occurs while DR performs. A forecast of demand 
considering loads and customers is needed. The physical behavior of 
loads and customers can change due to several parameters: weather, 
type of day, end-use shares or the frequency in DR calls. It is important to 
state that both in “real-time” and after a DR event happens, aggregators 
and System Operators (SOs) should estimate the “steady-state” load of 
their customers without DR (that is, a Customer Baseline Load, CBL 
(EnerNOC, 2009)) with respect to smart meter measurement. In “real--
time”, the baseline shows whether customer and aggregator are meeting 
DR targets. In the medium-term (monthly charges/revenues), the 
baseline allows the evaluation of credits to customers, and validates the 
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performance and the potential of DR resources by SOs. The goodness of 
the CBL can determine the success of the DR programs, because cus-
tomers need to receive the correct incentive for the effort of meeting DR 
targets while SOs need to obtain some benefits for developing the DR 
program. Thus, underpaying customers could lead to customer com-
plaints (conEdison, 2015) and they may be less likely to engage DR or, if 
they remain in some initiative, they try to reduce their usage in the 
future assuming they will get underpaid anyway. 

Three factors are critical in the development of baselines (EnerNOC, 
2009): accuracy, simplicity and integrity. The accuracy of both the 
baseline estimation and the achieved flexibility is important to avoid 
paying too high an incentive for DR while still encouraging participa-
tion. It is also crucial, for the customers, to recognize their value in 
participating in DR and also to avoid non-performance penalties or the 
underestimation of demand reductions. For instance, ISO-NE (an 
American SO) argues that when a market participant schedules demand 
reductions for many consecutive days, baselines may no longer reflect a 
customer’s “normal” electricity usage. These remarks are a concern 
because the interest in DR may be reduced on the premise that its costs 
are usually high (Smart Energy Demand Coali, 2015) and this casts a 
doubt on the recovery of the investment made in enabling technologies. 

Finally, a baseline methodology must be robust to face to manipu-
lation attempts of some customers or entities. SOs think that customers 
could simply shift load from day-to-day in different hours to affect the 
calculation of actual curtailment. These changes in patterns should be 
detected by baselines to ensure DR integrity. Moreover, CBL method-
ology should be as simple as possible and should consider the charac-
teristics of customers and markets where DR resources are deployed. If 
CBL is too complex when it comes to providing a more accurate estimate 
of “normal” consumption, it could lead to a lack of interest on the part of 
aggregators and customers. Note that there must be multiple baselines to 
cover different types of DR activations on a range of different sites 
(Smart Energy Demand Coali, 2015). For example, a methodology for 
the evaluation of CBL may be adequate for verifying the provision of 
ancillary services but it would not be well suited for evaluating the 
response in energy markets. The same problem also arises in the eval-
uation of DR, and can be considered as a related problem. The approach 
presented in this paper covers the improvement of CBL evaluated with 
similar tools to those used in the planification and operation of DR: the 
use of aggregated load models in small/medium customers (Gabaldon, 
2020). 

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:  

1) The paper presents a method to improve the performance of CBLs 
considering Physically-Based Load Models (PBLM) that are used by 
aggregators to evaluate the potential and response of main end-uses 
at residential and commercial levels: electric heaters (EH), heat 
pumps and water heaters (WH). This approach outperforms 

conventional CBLs specially when sudden variations of demand take 
place due to weather changes.  

2) The proposed CBL has a double adjustment: forward and backward. 
The backward adjustment limits the errors due to payback (energy 
recovery periods) before the control.  

3) The proposed alternative can distinguish changes in baselines due to 
temperature, preheating or precooling from the possibility of 
gaming, which is an issue reported in the bibliography that affects 
the fairness of costs and revenues.  

4) The methodology can take advantage of other potential tools being 
used by aggregators or utilities, for example: Non-Intrusive Load 
Monitoring (NIALM), Short Term Load Forecasting (STLF), renew-
able forecasting …  

5) The proposed CBL can be useful in new services related to the energy 
recovery of loads after DR and determine the energy balance be-
tween aggregators (and customers), Load Serving Entities (LSE) and 
Balance Responsible Parties (BRP). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the 
literature review of CBLs, focusing on their importance in DR programs, 
the wide range of existing approaches and their relationships with STLF 
methods. In Section 3, a revision of traditional CBLs and their adjust-
ments are introduced; the PBLM is explained and the procedure to 
evaluate the DR performance from an economic point of view is pre-
sented. Section 4 outlines the case study and illustrates the necessity of 
new adjustment factors to improve CBLs, whereas Section 5 shows the 
results obtained for the case study when the proposed method that 
considers PBLM is applied. The conclusions are presented in Section 6. 

2. Literature review 

Baseline methods have grown in interest since the last decade due to 
the forthcoming role of the DR policies in wholesale and retail markets. 
Moreover, aggregators have gained momentum during this period, and 
opportunities for them will emerge in future scenarios (EURELECTRIC, 
2015). The success of new DR policies, with new customers, markets and 
services, has led to more complex baselines and to an interest in 
improving the performance of the methods because payment and reve-
nues are rising (PJM, ). For this reason, different research laboratories 
(Coughlin et al., 2008), (Bertoldi et al., 2016), SO (Lake, 2011), (Cali-
fornia, 2017), aggregators (EnerNOC, 2009), utilities (conEdison, 2015), 
(Willoughby et al., 2013) and energy and environmental agencies 
(Australia Renewable Energ, 2019), have analyzed different types of 
baselines, their metrics, and have summarized methods to improve their 
accuracy. Examples of CBL methods specifying data windows, exclusion 
rules, and adjustments are reported in (Goldberg and Kennedy Agnew, 
2013). It is interesting to note that the US ISO/RTO council periodically 
summarizes a table (ISO/RTO Council, 2018) that lists the description, 

Table of abbreviations 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 
BAWG Baseline Accuracy Work Group 
BRP Balance Responsible Parties 
CAISO California Independent System Operator 
CBL Customer Baseline Load 
DAP Day-Ahead Prices 
DER Distributed Energy Resources 
DR Demand Response 
HVAC Heat and Ventilation Air Conditioning 
ICT Information and Communication Technology 
IESO Independent Electricity System Operator (Canada) 
ISO Independent System Operator 

LMP Locational Marginal Pricing 
MPE Mean Percentage Error 
NAESB North American Energy Standard Board 
NE New England 
NIALM Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring 
nRMSE Normalized Root Mean Square Error 
NYISO New York System Operator 
PBLM Physically-Based Load Models 
RTO Regional Transmission Operator 
RTP Real-Time Prices 
SO System Operator 
STLF Short-Term Load Forecasting 
WH Water Heater 
WS Weather Sensitive  
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measurement and verification parameters for DR programs across 
different SOs. This proliferation of methodologies makes the manage-
ment of DR more difficult (Rossetto, 2018). In 2009, the North American 
Energy Standard Board (NAESB) acknowledged the lack of harmoniza-
tion as a possible barrier to the development of DR (NAESB, 2009). 
Consequently, NAESB developed a series of definitions that were later 
recognized by US authorities (FERC, 2011), (Goldberg and Kennedy 
Agnew, 2013). European task forces on Smart Grids have also reported 
the same problems with baselines amongst the different countries and 
power systems in Europe (European Smart Grids Task, 2019). 

The literature also outlines methods for different customer segments 
and regions, and some of them establish comparisons between these 
baselines. Lawrence Berkeley reported in (Coughlin et al., 2008) some 
methods for non-residential buildings. This research confirmed that 
morning adjustments improve the performance, but they recommend 
the use of a different model for different groups of loads according to 
their weather sensitivity. In (conEdison, 2015) Consolidated Edison 
presents similar results, but the paper states that simple baselines, such 
as High3of5 or Mid5of10, perform well. However, when more sophis-
ticated methods such as regression analysis are used, they are inherently 
inaccurate for other individual customers and days, mainly for resi-
dential consumers. Similar results are reported in (Willoughby et al., 
2013) by San Diego Gas & Electric through an analysis that covers 21 
different methods. Authors conclude that traditional baselines estimate 
reasonably across all customers and all event days. For instance, 
High3of5 generally ranks in the first quartile in all accuracy metrics, but 
any method is accurate for individual customers on individual event 
days. In conclusion, more complex baselines (e.g. regression methods) 
only provide marginal improvements in accuracy at high levels of 
complexity. In (Mohajeryami et al., 2016) authors propose the clustering 
of customers into different groups to reduce the randomness of each 
individual demand. Although the idea improves the performance of CBL, 
the authors conclude that, unlike industrial and commercial customers, 
the morning adjustment of CBLs produces an adverse impact in their 
“overall performance index” for residential customers. 

The classification of demand into homogeneous or heterogeneous 
groups has also been applied in the definition of baselines, and it is a pre- 
treatment method that was previously established for DR planning and 
management (Gabaldon, 2020), (Alvarezet al., 2017), which demon-
strates that the operation and verification of DR should share common 
procedures with CBLs. In (Wijaya et al., 2014), three different baselines 
are analyzed (exponential moving average, regression and HighXofY) 
for residential customers and their metrics. Authors conclude that CBL 
will affect customer decision and participation in future DR events, and 
that bias is more relevant than accuracy in determining which CBL 
provides more profit for the stakeholders. 

Another possibility stated in the literature is the use of STLF methods 
to define baselines. Despite being different tools, STLF and CBL share 
common methodologies. STLF is a research field with a growing interest 
in the literature. CBL and STLF basically provide demand forecasts in the 
short-term (24–48 h). The STLF portfolio comprises multiple method-
ologies. Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Machine (SVM) have been 
employed to forecast demand (Jiang et al., 2018)– (Pai and Hong, 2005). 
Hybrid parameter optimization (Jiang et al., 2018) and ant colony 
optimization (Niu et al., 2010) have been reported to find the optimal 
parameters for SVR, whereas simulated annealing algorithms were 
employed to choose the parameters of a SVM model in (Pai and Hong, 
2005). Nevertheless, classical statistical methods like ARIMA models 
still perform well for medium and small customers forecasts and achieve 
an interesting performance (Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2018). Furthermore, 
hybrid models that combine two or more different models have showed 
good results in short-term forecasting, such as the hybrid models of 
ARIMA and SVM developed in (Nie et al., 2012), (Karthika et al., 2017) 
and the hybrid of SVM and ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) developed 
in (Ray et al., 2014). In (Li et al., 2019), a machine learning approach to 
disaggregate load and PV generation from net load data to obtain CBLs 

in prosumers is proposed. Authors conclude that reducing errors in the 
PV output power estimation can improve the CBL performance. Other 
methods are self-organizing maps and K-means (Bertoldi et al., 2016). In 
(Wei et al., 2017), a back propagation neural network is adapted to 
establish baselines in public buildings (Korea and China), taking into 
account meteorological indices. Finally, large industrial customers are 
considered in (Zarnikau and Thal, 2013) using historical data to define 
an appropriate baseline. 

Finally, other approaches to obtain CBLs such as control groups are 
considered in the literature. Control groups include customers that do 
not participate in DR policies so that their behavior can be compared to 
those who respond to DR. Because this approach intends to reflect the 
response of small weather-sensitive loads (e.g. AC cycling and smart 
thermostats), the customer in the control group should experience the 
same weather conditions as responsive users. According to (California, 
2017), two main alternatives are used: randomized control trial and 
matched control groups (California, 2017). The randomized trial in-
volves customers who can participate in DR actions but that are 
randomly selected in advance, and their flexibility is withdrawn during 
the target period. In the second case, the control group consists of cus-
tomers which do not participate in DR but have similar characteristics to 
participants. According to (California, 2017), this specific option out-
performs traditional baselines. 

CBL for residential customer has also been considered in the litera-
ture. In (Lee et al., 2018), CBL estimation is performed through linear 
regression using historical demand and cooling degree-days as inde-
pendent variables. In (Wang et al., 2018), a synchronous pattern 
matching principle-based residential CBL estimation approach without 
historical data requirement is proposed. Customers are split into 2 
groups (DR and control groups). The control group is clustered and then, 
each DR participant is matched to the most similar cluster to predict 
their CBLs. The main problem of this approach is that it works better 
with large enough sample sizes (between 200 and 400 participants) and 
perhaps aggregators may lack a sufficient customer portfolio for its 
implementation. Another problem is that these customers can not 
receive any DR income and the aggregator should rotate the group 
periodically to achieve equity in the share of customer participation and 
revenue. 

3. Methodology: DR verification through CBL and PBLM 

3.1. Overall methodology 

Planning, operation, and measurement and verification methodolo-
gies are critical in the success of DR (European Smart Grids Task, 2019). 
Fig. 1 represents the interaction between some of the tools being used by 
aggregators. First, it can be understood that the evaluation and 
deployment of DR potential need some models (PBLM) and further ag-
gregation to simulate the aggregated response (Gabaldónet al., 2018) 
and determine the potential of resources (e.g. minimum reduction 
levels, loss of load service, energy recovery …). As DR is basically ach-
ieved by responsive loads with some kind of storage, for maintaining the 
customer service (e.g. temperature or hot water in HVAC and WH 
respectively), aggregators need some tools to perform DR simulations 
before the event or response is due. For example, the end-use demand 
can be obtained through NIALM to tune the parameters of each PBLM 
model. Then, it is necessary to perform a segmentation and define ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous load groups and customers according to 
the value of those load model parameters and the overall demand. 
Finally, NIALM can be applied again to achieve average end-use patterns 
(i.e. end-use load baselines) from smart meter measurements. 

Another example of synergy between methodologies is the partici-
pation in energy markets: the aggregator needs load forecasts to define 
the energy requirements in day-ahead markets and avoid penalties in 
balance markets. This can be done through specific forecasts 
(Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2018) or CBLs that can also be used as a reference 
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(orange box in Fig. 1). Finally, NIALM allows a verification of the per-
formance of responsive loads through a representative sample to verify 
the customer disabling of some devices. 

Moreover, the aggregator sometimes requires a simple CBL to 
perform short-term evaluation of demand changes in customers or net- 
demand changes due to renewable generation in the case of prosumers 
(Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2019). The objective is to refine or redefine DR 
targets that will be sent to control devices (Information and Communi-
cation Technology, ICT) and fix the deviations with respect to pre-
liminary targets or SO requests (bottom-right in Fig. 1). 

In this way, STLF and CBL provide inputs for PBLM toolboxes 
(Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2019), and are common tools for the day-to-day 
operation of aggregators or customers. For example, STLF for the 
participation in energy markets, see Fig. 1; but it is also necessary to 
consider the linkage in the opposite sense (from PBLM to CBL tool-
boxes). This topic is intended to be justified through the results achieved 
in the methodology proposed in this paper. 

3.2. PBLM models 

PBLM are considered as grey-box models for end-use loads (HVAC, 
WH …). These models apply physical laws between loads and their 
environment (e.g. an energy balance between heat gains, losses and 
generation; heat storage; energy conversion; water or process flows … 
that establish their service and state), to determine the load behavior 
according to the change of inputs in the system (in our case, control of 
electricity supply or changes in thermostat setpoints). The model is 
tuned through real data measurements or NIALM, including control 
response (Fig. 1), to cover actual or future energy responses through DR 

policies. The advantage of these models is that they can evaluate the 
effect of a non-electrical input/parameter/variable change. 

This subsection presents an example of elemental PBLM for heating 
(and cooling) devices in the proposed example (a university building). 
The model involves the development of a thermal-electrical equivalent 
model, which is a lumped RC network, usually called 3R2C, 2R2C, 2R1C 
or 1R1C, depending on the number of lumped RC parameters that have 
been chosen to reproduce the admittance or transmittance of each wall 
for the overall model: 3, 2 or 1 (Li and Wen, 2014), (Hu et al., 2019). 
Fig. 2 represents the energy balance between an appliance/load, the 
dwelling where the load renders the service (indoor temperature X in 
this case) and the environment. All these PBLM consist of several 
sub-models to allow optimal flexibility and low computer costs in 
modelling processes. 

Main features included in the model are: 

• Heat gains: solar radiation (Hsw, Hw) or internal gains due to in-
habitants (Hr) or internal appliances (Ha), for example, lighting or air 
renovation, especially important during the COVID pandemic.  

• Heat storage: from the specific heat of external walls (Cw), indoor 
mass (Ca) or roof/ground (Crg).  

• Control mechanisms: which drive DR policies. F for instance, smart 
thermostats (m(t) in TCL), or direct ON/OFF control of supply in 
other loads.  

• State variables are temperatures: indoor (X) that conditions the load 
service (and the minimum level of service admissible by customers 
during control); walls (Xw) and roof/ground (Xrg), a characteristic 
which allows an easy evaluation of energy stored in walls (in analogy 
with the energy stored by capacitors or batteries, i.e. the indirect 

Fig. 1. Interaction between PBLM, CBL and STLF toolboxes.  
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capacity of storage in buildings). These last variables are very 
important during preheating and precooling actions, to help in their 
evaluation. 

More detailed information about formulation and the physical 
meaning, evaluation and identification of the parameters of this kind of 
model with additional research papers, scripts, simulation examples, 
coefficient values and data for electric heaters, HVAC and WH loads 
(demonstrators) can be found in (Gabaldon, 2020). 

3.3. Traditional (unadjusted) baselines 

Many new complex methodologies to obtain CBLs are described in 
the literature. Specific methodologies can be defined with excellent re-
sults for specific segments, DR products, markets and situations. How-
ever, they can fail in different scenarios (California, 2017): 
small/medium customers, prosumers, customers with a high share of 
weather-sensitive loads, loads that vary from day to day in a consistent 
pattern (some industrial facilities), or customers that usually are 
responding to DR calls. The literature agrees that “traditional” baselines 
are sufficient for obtaining a good and simpler basis for developing CBLs. 

US power systems have significant experience with DR and conse-
quently with CBL methodologies. For this reason, NAESB has defined 
five types of methodologies: a) Maximum base load; b) Meter before/ 
meter after; c) Metering generation output; d) Baseline Type-I and e) 
Baseline Type-II (NAESB, 2009). They can be applied in several markets 
except for types b&c. Nevertheless, for the evaluation of DR in some 
markets, several SOs adopt a default methodology: baselines Type-I&II 
(Gabaldon, 2020), (Willoughby et al., 2013). 

Baseline Type-I is based on the demand resource’s historical meter 
data which can also include other variables such as weather and cal-
endar data. Baseline Type-II assumes the same idea, but it uses statistical 
sampling to estimate the aggregated consumption. With the increase in 
the deployment rate of smart meters, reaching 100% in some European 
countries (FERC, 2020), this methodology lacks an important part of its 
practical interest. Other methodologies, such as Maximum Base Load, 
are much simpler because they are aimed at reducing the consumption 

of a demand-side resource to a specific level, regardless of its demand 
before deployment. 

Several approaches have been proposed for baselines Type-I and 
Type-II. These include High (Low/Mid) XofY (Wijaya et al., 2014), 
exponential moving average and load forecasting baselines (EnerNOC, 
2009), (Goldberg and Kennedy Agnew, 2013): 

a) High(Low/Mid) XofY baseline: it considers the consumption of Y 
non-DR days before the day DR is deployed. The baseline is the 
average demand of the X highest (lowest/medium) demand days 
within those Y days. Some Y days are excluded, by the so called 
exclusion rules (Goldberg and Kennedy Agnew, 2013), because op-
erators assume that some variables can modify the pattern of demand 
(e.g. a broader lock-back window from 30 to 50 days is used to define 
Y (EnerNOC, 2009)). By far, HighXofY is the most common baseline, 
because DR events are usually correlated with load peaks, but it is 
also possible to have some events in spring or fall seasons when the 
load does not peak (this is the case of Mid/LowXofY baselines). Some 
practical examples of these baselines are the use of High10of10 in 
CAISO (California, 2017), High5of10 in NYISO (Ruiz-Abellón et al., 
2018) or High15of20 in IESO (ISO/RTO Council, 2018). These un-
adjusted CBLs are calculated by: 

CBLXofY (d, h)=
1
X
∑X

i=1
A(i, h) (1)  

where CBLXofY(d,h) denotes the baseline at time h of day d; A(i,h) is 
the actual load for the i-th highest (medium/lowest) energy day, at 
time h, among the previous Y non-event days, and X the number of 
the highest (medium/lowest) days to be averaged in Y after 
exclusions. 
b) Exponential Moving Average: is a weighted average of the customer 
historical database, where the weight decreases exponentially over 
time. It is a similar procedure to CBLXofY but the days before DR 
deployment have different weights, and it considers a broader 
spectrum for “X” days. 

Fig. 2. Load (HVAC) and an example of PBLM equivalent (a desk) in a university building.  
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c) Short-term load forecasting (STLF) methods: the baseline is 
computed using a regression whose parameters are evaluated based 
on historical demand data. These techniques are used to find the days 
that have the most similar load patterns to the day of the DR event. 

The proposed method sets out to implement some of these method-
ologies and then define new and improved adjustment coefficients 
through PBLM. 

3.4. Adjustment coefficients for baselines 

Unadjusted baselines can be tuned and improved by the use of 
adjustment methods. The conventional CBLXofY is modified to adapt it to 
actual weather and demand conditions. In (Coughlin et al., 2008) the 
adjusted factor is obtained by: 

af (d)=
∑pa1

k=1A(d, h0 − (b1 + k))
∑pa1

k=1P(d, h0 − (b1 + k))
(2)  

where af(d) denotes the adjusted factor for the day d, A(d, h) is the 
actual load of day d at time h, P(d, h) is the predicted load (from un-
adjusted baseline or STLF methods, e.g. (Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2018)) of 
day d at time h, h0 is the start time of the DR event, b1 is the buffer-time 
and pa1 is the length of the pre-adjustment band (Fig. 3). Then, the 
adjusted CBL is obtained by: 

CBLadj(d, h)= af (d)*CBLXofY(d, h) (3) 

Sometimes, for example in (Bertoldi et al., 2016), an additive 
adjusted factor is used instead of a multiplicative one. The most usual 
way to evaluate these factors is the use of pre-event DR data, and cali-
brate the baseline using the observed non-event hours prior to DR pe-
riods. In addition, other ISOs use pre and post DR adjustment factors 
combined in some baseline (California, 2017). The idea is that 
post-event factor gives additional information about the boundary 
conditions throughout the DR day. CAISO Baseline Accuracy Work 
Group (BAWG) justifies this approach to avoid contamination of base-
line, both for pre-cooling and snapback (payback of loads), occurring in 
the hours directly before and after the DR event (Fig. 3, pre and post-DR 
buffer period). BAWG recommends a 2-h buffer before and after DR. The 
problem is that the duration of this buffer is not justified from the point 
of view of end-uses and customer demand. BAWG reports changes in the 
adjustment coefficient at around 3–4% using both pre and post buffer 
periods (California, 2017). 

Fig. 3 illustrates the use of pre and post adjustment periods (pa-
rameters a1 and a2 of this figure): the DR period ranges from 8:00 to 
13:00 and the pre-adjustment period uses data from 5:00 to 7:00 while 

the post-adjustment period uses data from 15:00 to 18:00. Notice that 
both periods do not overlap. This is due to the inclusion of two “buffers” 
between the adjustment and the DR periods; b1 is the buffer period 
before the DR event and b2 is the buffer period after the DR event. The 
buffer periods try to avoid the possibility of perturbations, for example, 
an increase in customer demand due to preheating/precooling or 
“gaming”. These kind of periods are implemented in several systems in 
the USA, for instance, NYISO (NYISO, 2019) uses a 2-h buffer. In our 
proposal, the duration of both “buffers” is determined and justified by 
PBLM. In the figure, n represents the period in which the consumption is 
affected by the DR event, that is, the sum of the DR period and the 
post-buffer period. 

3.4.1. The risk of gaming 
Many approaches include a cap in the adjustment factor from ±20 to 

±40%. This involves a limit to how much the CBL can be adjusted to 
account for differences in patterns of consumption in the very short- 
term. Some reports argue (Australia Renewable Energ, 2019) that the 
use of a larger factor can create incentives and opportunities for gaming. 
For instance, supposing that an aggregator or a large customer knows 
that a DR event will happen, they could increase the consumption in the 
pre-DR period thereby increasing their CBL. So, the larger the cap, the 
greater the opportunity for gaming arises. However, this behaviour can 
also appear as a logic response of the customers to face DR events, for 
example, pre-heating and pre-cooling policies. The price-elasticity and 
price-response of demand should be improved and considered for CBLs 
too (Gabaldónet al., 2018). For these reasons, the amount of notice given 
for an event (Australia Renewable Energ, 2019) ought to be reconsid-
ered because it can decrease DR response. Nevertheless, the underesti-
mation of DR may deter customers from their engagement in DR policies 
(Rossetto, 2018). It may be more interesting to consider the length and 
proximity of the adjustment window period to the DR period, but based 
on the physical response of loads. PBLM can help to distinguish between 
gaming and pre-heating or pre-cooling policies. A similar role can be 
played by NIALM, even more precisely, because it can extract elemental 
load patterns in the aggregated demand and define the change of pat-
terns of responsive loads prior to the DR event (Fig. 1). 

3.5. Assessment of baseline characteristics 

An ideal baseline should be both accurate and precise. Accuracy 
refers to the lack of bias. An estimator is said to be biased if it over-
estimates (negative bias) or underestimates (positive bias) the target in 
the average. In our context, errors (the difference between the real 
consumption series and the baseline) should be unbiased with respect to 
zero. On the other hand, precision refers to the dispersion or variability 

Fig. 3. Example of baseline adjustment and periods being used in (2).  
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of the estimations. An estimator is said to be precise if it has low vari-
ability. In our context, errors should have low dispersion around zero. 
Both aspects (accuracy and precision) are relevant for assessing the 
performance of baselines (see Fig. 4). Some baselines have a good ac-
curacy but can be imprecise, whereas other baselines exhibit high pre-
cision but can be biased. 

Two common metrics included in (California, 2017) have been used 
to assess baselines. The Mean Percent Error (MPE) has been selected to 
measure accuracy because it can describe the magnitude and direction 
of the bias. MPE indicates the percentage by which the baseline, on 
average, over or underestimates the true demand. The closer to zero the 
MPE is, the more accurate the baseline is. To evaluate the precision, the 
normalized root mean squared error (nRMSE) has been selected. This 
metric normalizes the RMSE by dividing it by the average of the actual 
demand. The lower the nRMSE is, the more precise the baseline is. Note 
that MPE and nRMSE are relative measurements, so they can be used to 
compare the accuracy and precision of several baselines measured in 
different units or scales. Mathematically: 

MPE =

1
n

∑n
i=1

(

yi− ŷi

)

y
(4)  

nRMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
n

∑n
i=1

(

yi− ŷi

)2
)√

√
√
√

y
(5)  

where yi is the real demand at time i, ̂yi is the CBL (predicted demand) at 
time i, and y is the mean of the real demand for the n values. Note that 
the accuracy and precision metrics are calculated just from the begin-
ning of the control period to the end of the recovery period, therefore n 
denotes the length of the evaluation period. 

3.6. Economic evaluation of DR policies 

The calculation of CBLs is crucial when determining revenues. The 
success of DR depends on the incentives that customers receive. If cus-
tomers didn’t perceive a significant benefit from their effort to reduce or 
shift their consumption, they would finally end up leaving the program. 
Moreover, utilities should strike a balance between the benefits they 
obtain with DR and the revenues they are willing to share with their 
customers. Consequently, it seems necessary to measure the impact of 
CBLs in net revenues. 

As mentioned in Section 1, US FERC Order 745 (FERC, 2011) and 
Article 17 of the European Directive 2019/944 (European Commission, 
2019/944) state that markets should treat demand reduction as if it were 
a supply source, so DR providers must be remunerated at the same price 
paid to energy producers. In this paper, it is proposed that the amount of 
demand reduced through DR is paid to participants at the full LMP at the 
time of response. This compensation model has been a subject of con-
troversy. For instance, the Electric Power Supply Association (EPSA) 
with the support of a group of economists argue that paying demand 

response resources full LMP overcompensates those resources, because 
they are receiving not only the incentive payments but also the benefit of 
not paying the cost of the energy that was not consumed. This issue has 
been discussed in detail in (Spees et al., 2020). 

In our study, the main goals are to properly evaluate the amount of 
energy reduced during DR events and demonstrate that the accuracy of 
this evaluation could affect the economic revenues of DR. LMP prices of 
PJM energy markets have been applied (Fig. 5, accessible through Data 
Miner 2 (PJM, )) for comparison purposes. Specifically, savings and 
penalties for DR programs have been obtained according to Real-Time 
Energy Market prices (hourly LMPs). The total cost of the energy con-
sumption has been calculated using Day-Ahead Hourly LMPs and it is 
used as a reference to obtain a reduction in the consumer’s electricity 
bill (the so-called DR perceived savings). Energy costs, DR savings and 
penalties, have been evaluated by: 

DR Savings($)=
∑hfin

i=hini
(CBL(d, i) − DR(d, i))*RTP(d, i) (6)  

DR Penalties($)=
∑hfin+b2

i=hfin
(DR(d, i) − CBL(d, i))*RTP(d, i) (7)  

Daily total cost($)=
∑24

i=1
Real Demand(d, i)*DAP(d, i) (8)  

where hini and hfin represent the start and end hours of the declared DR 
event on day d, b2 is the post-buffer time, CBL(d, i) correspond to the 
energy consumption forecasted for the baseline analyzed at hour i, DR(d, 
i) is the energy consumed when applying DR strategies and Real Demand 
(d, i) is the energy consumption measured at the smart meter. RTP(d,i) 
and DAP(d, i) are, respectively, the Real-Time and Day-Ahead Price for 
PJM markets at day d and hour i. 

Finally, the rate of perceived savings obtained with DR policies are 
calculated by: 

Perceived savings (%)=
DR savings($)

Daily total cost($)
*100 (9) 

Notice that for calculating the “real DR savings” (i.e. fair and right 
revenue that customers should receive for applying the DR policies), it is 
only necessary to replace CBL(d, i) with the Real Demand(d, i) in equa-
tion (6). 

4. Case of study 

To explain the proposed methodology, the demand of a university 
building in Cartagena (Spain) has been selected as an example. End-uses 
include around 50 HVAC that explain around 40–50% of the overall 
demand of the building. Note that they are weather-sensitive (WS) loads 
often used in DR programs. A simple and conventional CBL such as the 
HighXofY provides a good basis that can be used as an input to be tuned 
through adjustment coefficients (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 4. Accuracy and precision.  
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As stated before, some literature approaches include the temperature 
of several days prior to DR event, and its effect on the consumption to 
improve CBLs (Sharifi et al., 2016). Two days have been selected for the 
analysis: one day in January and another one in July 2016. Fig. 6 
compares the actual demand curve with a traditional baseline 
(High5of10) and its adjusted version (WS-CBL, adjusted through con-
ventional methods (Lake, 2011)). 

A “placebo/qualifying curve”, that is, a measured curve without DR 
control, has been used to test CBLs in the case that a fictitious DR event 
starts around 9:00 h. Fig. 6a&b depict that the unadjusted baseline ex-
hibits greater errors than its adjusted version, but the adjusted versions 
still fail. The real load would be underestimated in January (Fig. 6a) and 
overestimated in July (Fig. 6b). Moreover, errors are more significant in 
peak periods (around 10–15%) than in daily load profile. Thus, DR 
evaluation through these CBLs needs an improvement. The proposal is to 
study the weather impact in demand through PBLM simulations and a 
further analysis of the periods in which changes of demand patterns 
clearly arise. The right identification of these periods results in the 
improvement of the CBL metrics and this is possible when the user (or a 
third party, such as the aggregator, LSE, BRP) considers the transient 
behavior of the load by means of a PBLM. 

Summarizing, the previous example justifies the necessity of 
considering a new pre-adjustment of the CBL in equation (2) and a 
refinement through post-adjustment feedback. In our case, the selection 
of the hours for the adjustment factors (parameters b1-b2 and a1-a2 in 
Fig. 3) is done through PBLM. On the other hand, PBLM allow us to filter 
disturbances in the evaluation of CBL in order to distinguish a normal 
pattern (to maintain load service during DR) from “gaming” (to alter 
CBL evaluation). Next section touches upon this concern. 

4.1. Detecting gaming and pre-heating through PBLM 

Some simulations have been performed to exemplify the proposed 
method and results are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 depicts the simulation of a 

group of HVAC loads (around 50 loads distributed in classroom and 
desks of the building, Fig. 2) with different weather conditions. The load 
group performs with: the outdoor average temperature; the average 
minus 3 ◦C and the average minus 6 ◦C. A “service function” of HVACs 
starting at 6:00 and finishing at 13:00, and restarting from 15:00 to 
20:00, has been chosen. Fig. 7a represents the results for a homogeneous 
group (Gabaldon, 2020) of loads. 

It can be observed that the demand is basically the same at the 
beginning of their service period (from 6:00 to 9:00, all loads are in ON 
state, irrespective of the weather because all spaces remained without 
service during the night). However, they are different in a second period 
(from 9:00 to 13:00 and 15:00 to 20:00 h), when some loads in the group 
reach to its “steady-state” service depending on weather or occupancy. 
These variations in demand due to weather justify the definition of pe-
riods taken in equation (2) for the evaluation of adjustment factors. It 
also justifies the failure of the conventional WS-CBL because the tradi-
tional adjustment procedure can consider a wrong period irrespective of 
weather. Fig. 7b shows the demand for a heterogeneous group of HVAC 
loads (with different thermal and electrical characteristics). The load 
remains the same for different temperatures until 8:00 but increasingly 
changes from 8:00 to 10:00 depending on the weather. If the DR event 
starts at 9:00 and the adjustment factor only considers the first 2 h (5:00 
and 6:00) of the 4-h period prior to the start of the DR event (NYISO, 
2019), this factor fails to detect changes in load behavior. In this case, 
PBLM provides an adjustment period which only considers the last 2 h 
without any buffer period. The necessity of a buffer is justified by some 
utilities because this buffer-period is a potential “gaming period” and 
distorts DR potential, but sometimes the buffer hides actual load 
changes and the service provided to the customer. 

PBLM also helps in differentiating gaming from pre-heating or pre- 
cooling policies, which are policies to maintain customers’ service 
during DR periods through the possibility of indirect thermal energy 
storage in walls or inside the dwelling (“virtual storage” on Ca and Cw 
capacitors of PBLM, see Fig. 2). Gaming strategies have been discussed 

Fig. 5. Energy prices profiles of the PJM Day-Ahead (blue) and Real-Time (red) Energy Markets: a) January b) July.  

Fig. 6. Comparison between “High5of10” CBL and its corresponding adjusted CBL (WS-CBL) for morning DR events: (a) January 18th, (b) July 18th.  
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extensively in (Chen and Kleit, 2016). Fig. 7c&d presents the response of 
HVAC loads when an event is called from 16:00 to 19:00 in three sce-
narios: the average temperature (unadjusted CBL), the average -3 ◦C in 
which an adjustment is required to fit CBL to new patterns and for an 
increase of +3 ◦C in the thermostat setpoint to feign a higher demand 
due to weather that affects the adjustment of baseline(gaming). Math-
ematically, the use of the two first hours of the four ones before the event 
enables the manipulation of CBL (from 10:00 to 12:00). 

These attempts of gaming can be detected through PBLM during pre- 
adjustment period a1 (Fig. 7c) but the identification of gaming is much 
more accurate after the DR period during the energy payback. Fig. 7d 
presents the case of preheating before the DR period. Considering the 
post-adj period a2 (19:00–21:00), this energy recovery period after a 
preheating is quite different from a decrease of the external temperature 
or from gaming (e.g. switching ON of non-controlled load, such as 
electric heaters in winter or dishwashers before DR). These results justify 
the need for two adjustment factors and the usefulness of PBLM feed-
back. These factors can be enhanced through the use of NIALM tools 
(Fig. 1) if granularity of smart meters is available (Gabaldon, 2020), 
because elemental end-use patterns can be recognized out of their 
normal pattern in the overall demand (Gabaldón et al., 2017). 

The “payback” period, i.e. the energy recovery after DR 
(19:00–21:00) raises interest because also involves changes in the bal-
ance of energy which affects the aggregators and third parties (e.g. BRP) 
and their economic flows. The assumption of several roles by aggre-
gators can be problematic with regard to market competition legislation 
(for example, article 102 of Treaty on the Functioning of the EU on 
dominant positions in internal markets (Park et al., 2015),). Fig. 7d 
shows that both during the DR events and the payback periods, the 
customer change their consumption patterns. This might be significant 
in balance markets and specially with the increasing need to balance 
renewables in the near future, for example through the use of the DR 
potential (Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2019) which must be analyzed and 
adequately rewarded. Some EU states, for instance France, have decided 
that the aggregator should pay BRP/suppliers for these energy changes 
(Park et al., 2015), and this has an impact on DR cost-effectiveness that 

must be evaluated: for instance a mechanism through specific CBL de-
signs that are able to take balancing into account. Changes in demand 
during those periods are also a concern or utilities. For example, EUR-
ELECTRICS (EURELECTRIC, 2015), recommends to improve DR and 
aggregation development, “… ensuring that BRP/suppliers are able to 
renegotiate supply contracts to take into account the indirect effects of 
demand response (i.e. rebound effects) and consequents impacts on 
sourcing costs”. PBLM backward adjustment also supports measurement 
and verification of these payback periods. 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. CBL with PBLM adjustment 

To illustrate the practical use of PBLM in the adjustment of CBLs, the 
response of a heterogeneous control group of HVAC has been simulated 
through PBLM. Specifically, in January, the external temperature has 
been chosen lower than the average (mean -3 ◦C) while in July it has 
been chosen greater than the average (mean+3 ◦C) according to the 
assumption of higher levels of demand arise during emergency events or 
taking into account weather prediction (Lazos et al., 2014). Moreover, a 
load control policy to reduce around 20% of heat pumps demand from 
9:00 to 13:00 has been considered (a value that seems reasonable to 
avoid an excessive lack of comfort during the control period. Notice that 
PBLM supply feedback about the lack of comfort, in this case the internal 
temperature X in Fig. 2). Fig. 8a&b present some results in January. 
Fig. 8a depicts some simulation results for the control period in the 
morning: the demand curve (without DR); the demand curve with DR 
control of HVAC demand and the curve representing the load change (i. 
e. demand flexibility). To take into account other periods for power 
system events, an alternative DR control from 15:00 to 19:00 has been 
considered too (Fig. 8b). Fig. 8c&d shows some DR simulation results in 
July. Fig. 8c depicts some results for a control period in the morning 
(9:00 to 13:00) and Fig. 8d shows the simulation curves during a control 
period in the afternoon (15:00 to 19:00). 

Fig. 7. Simulation of HVAC demand: (a) Homogeneous Group of HVAC; (b) Heterogeneous Group of HVAC; (c) Customer “gaming” simulating adverse weather; (d) 
Pre-heating policy and payback reduction (red arrows). 
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5.2. Improvements for CBL: the backward adjustment 

It is important to consider that energy savings reported during DR 
control periods are not fully recovered after control as it can be observed 
in the payback time from 13:00 to 15:00 (Fig. 8a). This can be explained 
because external temperature (in general, the weather, including solar 

radiation) contributes to reduce demand in the early afternoon in winter 
and, in this way, the load service changes along the day and specially 
after control periods. Another concern is the change of control perfor-
mance due to changes in the customer behavior (Yang et al., 2017). 
Thus, it is also important to analyze the “energy recovery period”, i.e., 
the period where a percentage of the energy reduced during control is 

Fig. 8. Simulation of the response of a heterogeneous control group of heat pumps during DR events. Control period: a) In the morning (January); b) In the afternoon 
(January); c) In the morning (July); d) In the afternoon (July). 

Fig. 9. CBLs’ comparison for DR policies: Control period: a) In the morning (January); b) In the afternoon (January); c) In the morning (July); d) In the after-
noon (July). 
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recovered to restore “normal” load service, in this case, the internal 
temperature of dwellings (from 13:00 to 15:00 in Fig. 8a; or from 19:00 
to 21:00 in Fig. 8b). 

PBLM provides another important insight to define an additional 
factor for the adjustment (section 3): the load does not recover “business 
as usual” or “steady-state” values of demand until some hours after the 
control (Fig. 8a, curve labelled as “load change”). For this reason, 
adjustment values are not taken at the end of control (13:00, when the 
transient remains) but in the period from 15:00 to 19:00. So, the 
adjustment period is the 4-h period beginning the start of the hour that is 
2 h after the end of the reliability event, that is, the end of the recovery 
period defined through the simulation of PBLM. Notice that this new 
CBL (Fig. 9), called “Backward-CBL”, is only valid from 13:00 to 00:00 
(outside the control period), and therefore the energy saving of that CBL 
does not make sense (see Table 1) and is not considered in practice. In 
the case of an afternoon control period (from 15:00 to 19:00), the 
backward factor is calculated by taking adjustment values from 21:00 to 
00:00. In this case, the Backward-CBL is only valid from 19:00 to 00:00. 

The load response to morning and afternoon events, through the use 
of four different CBLs, has been analyzed (Table 1): 

Fig. 6 compares the conventional and the Standard WS-CBL whereas 
Fig. 9 shows the results obtained for the New-WS-CBL and the 
Backward-CBL proposed in the paper. 

From Tables 2–5, it can be concluded that in the simulation example, 
consisted on a small reduction of demand with a medium size customer 
as DR target, a simple forecasting method (i.e. “High5of10”) modulated 
through new and specific adjustment factors and periods justified by 
PBLM simulation exhibits a better performance than using the tradi-
tional CBL with a conventional adjustment method, and take profit from 
other methodologies (Fig. 1) needed for the management of DR. For 
example, in Table 2, the error is reduced from 230.9% to 63.6% and in 
Table 5 is reduced from 167.8% to 27.1%. This method, that still have 
significant errors, can be also refined with the consideration of demand 
forecasting values (Ruiz-Abellón et al., 2018), (Sharifi et al., 2016), as 
CBL basis in equation (2) if the aggregator uses STLF methods to 
accomplish other objectives but with the increase of the complexity of 
the process. In Tables 2–5, positive values mean that demand when 
applying DR strategies is greater than the baseline analyzed. MPE and 
nRMSE are calculated only in the control and recovery periods, that is 
from 9:00 to 15:00 in morning events and from 15:00 to 21:00 in af-
ternoon events. MPE and nRMSE of Backward-CBL are only calculated in 
the recovery periods (from 13:00 to 15:00 in morning events and from 
19:00 to 21:00 in afternoon events) as before 13:00 (morning) and 19:00 
(afternoon) this baseline has not sense. In the case of the MPE, positive 
values mean that the baseline is overestimating the real demand 
whereas negative values mean that they are underestimating the real 
demand. 

The estimation of the DR effects requires a precise knowledge of 
demand by CBLs both during and after DR control. Tables 2–5 show that 
the conventional CBL and the standard WS-CBL have problems in the 
recovery period, especially if there is a DR morning event (errors of 
409% and 203% in Table 2 or 668% and 314% in Table 4). The PBLM 
pre-adjustment (New-WS-CBL) could reduce the error in recovery period 
(from 314% to 13% in Table 4). Notice that revenues are not on real- 

time (for instance, until 75 days after DR event (NYISO, 2019)) and 
aggregators and customer have access to real demand measurement 
after control periods. Using the backward adjustment, the error of DR 
evaluation in recovery period is reduced significantly (from 203% to 
35% in Table 2 or for 126%–11.9% in Table 5). This is a fair value for a 
“weak” DR action as the one used for this example (8% of peak reduc-
tion). It can be highlighted that Backward-CBL gives a worse result in 
Table 4. This is attributable to the reduced control effort requested to 
HVACs and consequently the low energy recovery of the load group 
(Fig. 9c). This is also a criterion to be considered from the aggregators 
when they apply both adjustments and is an issue for future works. 

5.3. Economic analysis of demand response through CBL and PBLM 

As it was explained in Section 3.2, it is necessary to evaluate how the 
accuracy of CBL calculation methods financially affects the economic 
flows due to DR. To accomplish this task, four different days in January 
and July have been selected, in which there were peaks of prices in the 
PJM Real-Time Energy Market, so there are suitable scenarios for DR 
events. The prices’ profiles for these selected days are shown in Fig. 10. 

Tables 6 and 7 show the savings and penalties that could be obtained 
by applying a DR policy that intends 20% reduction of the HVAC de-
mand, which have been calculated using the methodology explained in 
Section 3.6. 

Regarding savings, notice that the “real demand” results reflect the 
“correct” incentive that should be compensated to the DR participants. 
As it was mentioned in Section 4, both WS-CBLs (Standard and New) 
exhibits greater performances than the conventional CBL (for example, 
in Table 6: 4.89$ and 5.52$ of revenue vs. 0$ of revenue, being the 
“correct” incentive 9.9$). At the same time, it can be deduced that both 
CBLs underestimate the real consumption in January (see Fig. 6), 
making the revenues for the DR participants lower than it should be. 
However, in July, the reverse situation occurs (Table 7). As the CBLs 
overestimate the load consumption, the revenue that the customers 
could receive is greater than it should be according to the “correct” 
incentive. 

In the case of potential penalties applied to customers for increasing 
their consumption in recovery periods (e.g. a lack of balance in distri-
bution detected by BRPs), a similar analysis could be done. WS-CBLs 
works better that the conventional baseline, so the penalties calcu-
lated with the pre-adjusted versions are more accurate. However, the 
use of the backward adjustment could improve this performance 
significantly (for example in Table 6: 2.25$ with Backward-CBL vs. 5.68 
$ with Standard WS-CBL, being the “correct” penalties 1.97$). Other-
wise, overestimated CBLs (July) reduce the penalties that could be 
charged to DR participants, which could be a decisive factor to increase 
the engagement of consumers in DR and electricity markets. 

Considering that LMP prices are applied to customers, Table 8 pre-
sents the total costs of the energy consumed in DR event days (PJM Day- 
Ahead Energy Market, equation (8)) and Table 9 shows the perceived 
savings on these days calculated thought equation (9). Other prices can 
be applied for simulation, but this scenario has been applied for com-
parison purposes (technical and revenue errors through CBLs) and was a 
real scenario for aggregators in PJM (FERC, 2011). 

Table 9 depicts that the perceived savings increase when there are 
declared DR afternoon events. The heat pumps energy consumption is 
greater in the afternoon so reducing it is more feasible (Fig. 8). The 
“correct” incentive varies from 1.2% to 4.1% while the different CBLs 
obtain savings that range from 0% to 9.3%. As it was mentioned when 
penalties were discussed, overestimated CBLs stimulate the engagement 
of customers in DR programs as they increase the perceived savings, 
however, much overestimated CBLs such as conventional CBL in July 
could not be sustainable from the point of view of the utility companies 
and aggregators. 

Table 1 
Definition of the CBLs analyzed and their buffer periods.  

CBL Description Buffer 

Real demand Real consumption (optimal 
but unknown CBL) 

N/A 

CBL Unadjusted High5of10 N/A 
Standard WS- 

CBL 
Adjusted High5of10 First 2 h of 4-h period pre-DR event 

New-WS-CBL Adjusted High5of10 Defined by PBLM models 
Backward- 

CBL 
Adjusted New-WS-CBL Last 2 h of 4-h period post-DR event 

defined through PBLM simulation  
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6. Conclusions and policy implications 

Baselines have been an important concern to provide accurate esti-
mates for the operation and planning of power systems, but it can also 
arise as an important tool to engage and empower customers in markets, 
for example for decision making in electricity markets. Moreover, DR 
policies are necessary tools to make credible the rise of renewable share 
into the power generation mix in the 2030–2050 horizon and need to be 
also evaluated in balance services and markets. 

From the point of view of aggregators and customers, the demand 

needs an accurate and fair verification of their flexibility. In this way, the 
accuracy of demand’s forecasts with DR (PBLM modelling) and without 
DR (CBL), with incomes and penalties associated, are crucial factors for 
the development of DR and DER. In the energy sector, aggregators, 
suppliers, operators or BRP, need accurate demand models since most of 
their decisions and economic transactions are based on forecasts of de-
mand and its potential flexibility. Specific and complex methodologies 
(ANN, machine learning …) are able to define CBLs, but this option 
increases the complexity of DR and needs a model for each specific 
customer or segment of demand. These models can present problems if 

Table 2 
Evaluation of DR performance (morning control) with different CBLs (January).  

CBL Energy savings (control period, kWh) Error (control period, %) Recovery (after control, kWh) Error (after control, %) nRMSE MPE 

Real demand − 78.22 0 30.12 0 – – 
CBL 102.42 230.9 153.40 409.3 0.1096 − 0.1085 
Standard WS-CBL − 28.50 63.6 91.47 203.7 0.0475 − 0.0436 
New-WS-CBL − 28.52 63.5 90.93 201.9 0.0475 − 0.0436 
Backward-CBL N/A N/A 40.68 35.1 0.0236 − 0.0109  

Table 3 
Evaluation of DR performance (afternoon control) with different CBLs (January).  

CBL Energy savings (control period, kWh) Error (control period, %) Recovery (after control, kWh) Error (after control, %) nRMSE MPE 

Real demand − 70.2 0 41.24 0 – – 
CBL 46.42 166.1 68.97 67.25 0.0994 − 0.0884 
Standard WS-CBL − 79.06 − 12.63 28.60 − 30.7 0.0253 0.0138 
New-WS-CBL − 77.32 − 10.15 29.16 − 29.3 0.0248 0.0124 
Backward-CBL N/A N/A 28.83 − 30.1 0.0547 0.0419  

Table 4 
Evaluation of DR performance (morning control) with different CBLs (July).  

CBL Energy savings (control period, kWh) Error (control period, %) Recovery (after control, kWh) Error (after control, %) nRMSE MPE 

Real demand − 44.04 0 9.95 0 – – 
CBL − 244.72 − 455.7 − 56.48 − 668.4 0.1033 0.0987 
Standard WS-CBL − 125.81 − 185.7 − 21.30 − 314.4 0.0492 0.0411 
New-WS-CBL − 15.8 64.13 11.24 13.1 0.0292 − 0.0122 
Backward-CBL N/A N/A 4.17 − 58.0 0.0150 0.0117  

Table 5 
Evaluation of DR performance (afternoon control) with different CBLs (July).  

CBL Energy savings (control period, kWh) Error (control period, %) Recovery (after control, kWh) Error (after control, %) nRMSE MPE 

Real demand − 66.67 0 34.72 0 – – 
CBL − 178.57 − 167.8 31.38 − 9.6 0.0953 0.0641 
Standard WS-CBL − 48.57 27.1 78.67 126.5 0.0550 − 0.0477 
New-WS-CBL − 65.60 1.61 72.47 108.7 0.0464 − 0.0330 
Backward-CBL N/A N/A 30.60 − 11.9 0.0323 0.0090  

Fig. 10. PJM Real-Time energy market profiles for selected DR event days: a) January b) July.  
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DR response performs periodically (i.e. the change of demand patterns). 
Literature shows that unadjusted baselines are not the best option but 
perform well in many cases, with the help of some adjustment factors. 
The problem is that these factors are based on trial and error methods, 
basically a black-box approach. This paper introduces the idea that 
adjustment factors can be physically explained by PBLM, and that a 
double-adjusted CBL exhibits even a better performance (reduces error 
of usual methods by 10–15%). The method considers the energy re-
covery periods that usually appears after control policies which involve 
weather-sensitive loads, significantly reduces the error. Thus, this 

methodology of adjustment arises as an adequate baseline estimator. 
This work also states the benefits of synergies associated with the use 

of other aggregator tools, such as NIALM, customer segmentation, and 
ICT resources, to verify load response. In this case, the adjustment period 
can be justified and improved both before and after the period of DR 
events (i.e. adjusted and backward baseline, respectively) to improve 
the evaluation of DR policies and their changes for energy balance 
evaluations between the different agents involved. In this way, cus-
tomers, aggregators and SOs can obtain a necessary feedback to define 
demand patterns and perform a better evaluation of the DR potential. 
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